I can't believe you are reading this
presents

The Absolutely Normal Non-Adventures
of

Getting Ready to Go to Class

Also introducing the GREATEST Villain
of ALL TIMES

The FMRADIOALARMCLOCK from WAIL-MAART
It is early morning and our uncostumed hero sleeps blissfully...
UNAWARE of the calamity about to unfold.

OH NO!!! It is the greatest villain of all times
The PARADOXALARMCLOCK from WALL-MAART

HEH HEH HEH
The Foul Villain prepares to torment our hero.
With one mighty blow our hero silences the villain.

And all is well..... or so he thinks.

But the villain does not give up so easily.
After many battles, our hero rises triumphant.

Now he checks up on his communication... (Yes, we know he hasn't yet brushed his teeth... but strange are the ways of grad-men)

After confirming that there were no duties that reqd his skills, he brushes his teeth.
He suddenly hears a beep from Outlook... A call for help... Grad-Man rushes to his communication center

He checks his communication center... False alarm... It was the Nigerian banker a member of SPAM Inc.. the worldwide crime syndicate*

An unpleasant surprise awaits Grad-Man....

Mollases - Grad-Man’s “a minimum 20 mins for a bath each day” roommate has entered the bathroom...

Our hero has to take the bus in 15 minutes but it looks like he is trapped!!

How will our hero manage to come out of this predicament????

Turn the page to find out

*Look out for SPAM Inc in future issues of Grad-Man - ED
Fortune favors the brave...or so our hero has heard...
It appears that it is correct...
(or our hero is just plain lucky and not brave)
Whatever be the case, the door opens and mollases comes out....

Our hero takes a quick shower

This is our hero zooming off to another non-adventure... too bad he is zooming after Tom's Creek B that all we can see is a blur